


Introduction
We do not learn from experience... we learn from reflecting on 
experience.” - John Doerr

If you are a Founder,  CXO, HR leader or a Venture partner you are sure to 
have come across OKRs and highly unlikely that you would ignore it. You 
probably may be  thinking about the benefits of this superbly powerful 
framework that when implemented well, can supercharge your growth 
strategy, but concerned about how to get this right! 

The good news, OKRs can magically seep into accelerating your Busi-
ness growth, without having another on the ‘To Do’ list. However, what 
it does need is crafting it right, discipline, focus and cadence not only 
among your leadership team, but also your teams.  And, a great way 
to move from Knowing OKRs to actually Doing or practising OKRs, is 
through OKR Pilots!

Companies are exceedingly seeing OKR Pilots as a safe bed to 
experiment, learn and tweak your implementation strategy with what 
works best for your company and culture.  

Fact Check: 

Google with 1000s of employees globally implements OKRs with 
great precision. They did start small, and the practice scaled with the 
organization. You can get onto OKRs!
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Here are 6 Best Practices and 1 
Bonus Tip in running an OKR Pilot: 
#1 The Socratic Question
As you mull over how to get started with OKRs, ask yourself the Socratic 
question ‘Is my company ready for OKRs and what outcomes would we 
want to drive?’  

OKRs being a strategy execution framework, rest on your Company’s 
Mission, Vision and Strategy.

#2 You ain’t no sailing without the Captain of the ship
OKRs start with sponsorship, and that’s best done by the Captain of the 
Ship.  With a strong war cry around OKRs, you need to rally your team 
around it’s purpose. Champion the implementation, get a common under-
standing of what OKRs are or aren’t and don’t shy away from calling an 
OKR expert to give you a 101 primer on OKRs.

#3 It starts with Company OKRs

In all our OKR pilots and implementation, what emerges as a constant is 
to start from the top. Build the virality around the framework, by 
setting company OKRs and sharing it with all teams.  Use OKR language 
in every meeting - Get tired of saying until everyone gets activated on the 
concept. To get started on ‘How to craft a good Company OKR’?, read our 
OKR practitioners’ best practices to get started.

  

Accelerating growth, Leading Innovation, Aligning teams or driving change 
are your answers? Congratulations! you are in the right direction.

#4 Choose Your Pilot Team Well 

Teams which are agile, situationally aware, have open communication 
and quick on decisioning are probably the ones you should get on to the 
pilot.
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                 In our experience, if you are a large organization with >100 
members, pick a business group representative of all teams 
for e.g.: Sales, Marketing, Operations, Shared Services, Engineering.  
We have also seen CEO and Level 1 leaders come forward to pilot OKRs.

#5 Get The Right Anchors  
It takes two to tango. But for OKRs, it’s a whole lot more. You need the 
right anchors to make sure the teams are sailing through every difficult 
situation without crashing or just running away from the challenges. 
Have a well defined checklist to make sure your Key Role holders can 
increase your chances of a successful implementation.

get in touch.
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#6 Discipline, Discipline, Discipline

Recall when we told you, OKRs are to your company what pilates is to 
your core? You need multiple reps reps to build that goal muscle. One of 
the biggest traps we have seen most companies fall into is Fill it, Forget 
it. OKR check ins are run with great elan by OKR champions. Check our 
founder blogs. 

#7 (Our bonus tip) Conduct an effective Check In meeting 

This may seem like the same old tune, but the fact remains ,no leader-
ship enthusiasm, no OKR success.  Check In meetings happen weekly 
by teams and during Leadership reviews.  With a view on OKR progress 
dashboards against company goals, leadership teams review, reset & 
remove constraints to get OKRs back on track!

Here are 5 powerful questions which you could ask your teams: 

Align check-ins to 
Monday commit 
meetings and Friday 
Wins to celebrate 
OKR progress. Don’t 
treat these as yet 
another meeting on 
your calendar.
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Here’s a Fitbots recommended 
way of getting your pilots take off!

Pre-Implementation

• We work with you to define your quarterly OKRs in alignment with your 
annual company growth OKRs. 

• We make sure you define your objectives in such a way that you mea-
sure only what really really matters 

• Get a buy-in from the key anchors on the identified Objectives and the 
key-result areas

• Post implementation you will repeat this process with your teams
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• Our seasoned OKR coaches get you and your team onboard the     
concept and are available to clarify all your queries throughout the 
implementation & pilot phase 

Post Implementation

• Get Onboard the Fitbots OKR platform for your weekly progress check 
ins

• Manage your tasks and priorities to achieve your KRs / outcomes

• Opt for an OKR coach to be your accountability partner, and keep you 
on course

The 90 Day Retro session:
You have the first litmus test of your pilot program here. At this juncture, 
you would know if your teams are aligned to the OKR framework. A good 
check point would be to conduct a meeting to understand what went well 
and what could be improved.

Ask Your Team

What was good about OKRs and not so good?
What could have improved?
What difference did you see pre and post OKRs?
Were the OKRs chosen relevant to your team?
If OKRs did not work. Why?
How can we set better OKRs for next quarter?
Did OKRs really move the needle?
Did you feel motivated?

                  It is definitely a good juncture to look at the company 
objectives and see what progress has OKR contributed towards 
achieving these vs. the normal performance metrics you currently use.
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Going All Out Across The 
Company!
Gather the learnings from the pilot and reset your process. Before going 
company wide, it is better to know what works well given your 
company culture and growth focus. It is important to know that 
implementing OKRs company wide can be a daunting task and would 
need atleast 2-3 quarters to start showing results as desired.  

Get onboard your OKR journey and make the most of it. 

Get in touch with Fitbots for an OKR Pilot Program to get you started.

Write to richa@fitbots.com or fred@fitbots.com for more questions on 
making OKR implementation happen.
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